
Minutes 
NACADA Publications Advisory Board 

Thursday, October 9th, 2014 
3:30 – 5 PM; Room 205A; Minneapolis Convention Center 

 
Members attending: Jeanette Wong, (chair) Bob Hurt (incoming chair), Chrissy Renfro, Peggy 
Jordan, Susan Fread, Julie Givans Voller, Karen Archambault, Leigh Cunningham, Pat Folsom, Leigh 
Shaffer, Janie Valdes, Sandy Waters, Gayle Juneau-Butler, Holly Martin, Rich Robbins, Craig McGill, 
Marsha Miller, and George Steele. Guests: Kerry Kincannon (Admin Rep), Melissa Johnson, Shanai 
Lechtenberg. 
 
The meeting started with cupcakes provided by Jeanette and Marsha to celebrate the PAB’s ten year 
anniversary.   

 
Reports and Updates 
 
 Administrative Division update:  Jeanette Wong, chair, encouraged members to become 

involved in the Admin Division.  The Division met Tuesday, October 7.  One committee, Member 
Career Services, was dissolved. Two new committees were formed: Global Initiatives and 
Sustainable Leadership.  There was a short discussion within the division regarding the two 
writing levels needed for NACADA publication venues: practitioner level and scholarly level.  

 
 NACADA Journal:  Rich Robbins and Leigh Shaffer reported on the Editorial Board’s support for 

open access to the Journal and the subsequent change in federal grant guidelines requiring that 
research supported by federal funds be published in an open access journal.  Jeanette reminded 
the PAB of their conversations over the last two years regarding open access.   Work continues 
to make journal PDFs accessible. The Journal Editorial Board will discuss the role book reviews 
play in the journal.   

 
 AAT and Pocket Guides update:  Leigh Cunningham briefly summarized the report AAT and 

Pocket Guide report.  An assessment pocket guide is in progress.   
  

Leigh brought forth a topic from the Research Committee for PAB consideration. The Research 
Committee sees a need for a publication between the NACADA Journal and AAT for beginning 
researchers.   

   
PAB Discussion.   

 More needs to be done to determine the characteristics of articles for any new format. 
 There is a need for mentoring of new authors. More needs to be done to educate 

practitioners on publishing in scholarly journals. Rigor needs to be developed.   
 More needs to be done up front to brief potential authors on the writing and review 

processes.   
 While the Research Committee is open to a new venue not using double blind peer review it 

was noted that one of the primary benefits of the NACADA Journal in today’s publication 
arena is double blind peer review.    

 Which would be better: a “between” publication or teaching practitioners how to write 
well?  

 Is the issue not being ready for the review process or and having a place to publish the 
results of action research done by advisors in an office setting?   



 Look at an open access venue like the Mentor.   
 There is a need for kinder, more gentle reviews.  Scholarly writing is a developmental 

process.  If this process is not taught in graduate programs then we must have a mentoring 
role if any new publication is to succeed.   

 
Jeanette noted that a conversation took place prior to the conference between the PAB chairs, 
Research Committee chairs, and at least one editor with Charlie Nutt and Jennifer Joslin regarding 
the support of writing.  These individuals will have a follow up call after minutes from each group are 
posted.   
 
 Clearinghouse update:  George Steele, who served as the Clearinghouse Curator this last year 

reported.  A lot of this year’s focus was on editing of the CH to streamline the organizational site 
and aid navigation. An additional focus was recruiting new articles and authors to update older 
articles.  Eight or nine new articles were posted this year.  George worked with Commission and 
Interest Group chairs on available resources.   

 
 Digest books: Marsha reported on the publication process for the new Digest venue including 

accessibility testing.  She gave a brief summary of NACADA Copy Editor Nancy Vesta’s peer 
review and copy editing report, which highlighted some of the writing-related issues noted 
previously in these minutes.   

 Book sales and partnerships: Marsha Miller noted our publication partnerships:   
 Guidebook with Jossey-Bass:  Editor Pat Folsom gave an update on progress towards the 

publication of this book next fall.   
 Beyond Foundations (handbook replacement) with Jossey-Bass:  Editor Julie Givans 

Voller reported that the editors would meet with authors tomorrow. Publication will be 
Fall 2016. 

 First-Year Advising: Editor Holly Martin gave an update for this partnership with the 
National Resource Center for the First Year Experience and Students in Transition 
(FYE).  This book was significantly rethought for the third edition.  Editors and authors 
will concentrate on what advisors need to know and what is happening in the field now. 
Abstracts and outline revisions are due from authors by December 1.  Debut at the FYE 
conference in 2017.  

 PAB Review of the Athlete book:  Gayle Juneau-Butler reported on the joint PAB and Athlete 
Commission review process noting that the number of users is quite limited.  While it was 
recommended that an update is needed no editor or author could be found among those with 
expertise in the field.  The NCAA course faculty were asked to write a Clearinghouse article but 
made no commitment.    

 
New Business 
 Members were asked to sign-up to review for two publications.   

 NACADA/AHEAD book Advising Students with Disabilities: Striving for Universal 
Success. (indicate if interested in chairing this effort) 

 First-year advising chapter drafts (April and May 2015) 
It was noted that a critical eye is needed to review.  Experts in the field welcome to review.    

 
 Goals for the year: Jeanette Wong and incoming chair Bob Hurt led the discussion. Possible 

topics for discussion over the year:   
 Quality of writing, how to improve, mentor, etc.  Writing for NACADA workshop.  What 

are the venues for NACADA.  Other types of sessions may need to be added. Some who  



write think their job is done when they hand off the first draft of the manuscript.  There 
needs to be a developmental process for writers and editors.  What does that look like?   
Ways we can develop new editors and authors?  Currently one way is to identify people 
based upon what they presented.  Advising focuses on communications skills: oral, 
behavioral, not writing.  We need to help members learn how to write. Bigger issue than 
just holding their hand as they write.  Writing for NACADA lays out the venues; the 
venues are not hierarchical but each demands a different writing style.   

 The Research Symposium is a great model as is the Assessment Institute with levels of 
writing: level one is beginner, Level 2 is medium, Level 3 is skilled, scholarly. Could 
there be a writing workshop held before the Research Symposium. Bob went to UNLV to 
facilitate a workshop to build interest in submitting proposals to NACADA conferences, 
which could lead to written pieces.  We must build interest and infrastructure so people 
can write.  Is there a place for writing as a Commission or Interest Group?   

 Workshops should focus on different writing styles. Workshops for practitioner writing 
for AAT and blog, with scholarly writing for the Journal. We must be careful that 
members do not think they are incapable of writing well.  We need to develop their 
skills. We may need to borrow from the ‘Writing across the curriculum’ movement.  

 How to promote writing? Everyone starts at ground zero. The first step is to read and 
study articles in the desired venue.  Think ‘What did the author do to write in this way?”  
Think a developmental approach for writing.  Leigh Shaffer said his writing was 
transformed by being part of the developmental process.   

 Current editors usually bend over backwards to be kind and make constructive 
comments but some editors aren’t kind and nurturing.  Lead editors should nurture as 
well as critique.  Editors must keep in mind that great articles can come from kind 
reviews.   

 We need a handbook for scholarly publications.  Scholarly writers must learn to deal 
with constructive feedback.  In most situations editors would not take time to give 
constructive feedback for an article deemed unworthy of publication and thus rejected.  

 Does writing come up with Emerging leaders, internships, or apprenticeships?  There is 
a real need for an emerging writers program. Reviews of presentation proposals written 
by Faculty Advising Commission readers would be a place to start.   

 
We have identified a need.  Now, how are we going to meet the need?  PAB, Journal Ed Board, 

Research Committee, editors will report back to Charlie.  
 

 Reaching out during the upcoming year: Bob Hurt led a discussion regarding the possibility of a 
PAB blog, social media presence, or Facebook group for PAB members between annual 
meetings. Those interested should contact Bob by emailing him at Robert.hurt@gmail.com.   

 
 Input and perspective: Are there holes in our publications’ array? Topic exploration and venue 

recommendations.  
 

 Leadership in advising: Karen Archambault and Gayle Juneau-Butler are interested in 
discussing a Digest publication for this topic.   

 How to negotiate conference attendance (i.e., emerging leader mentors need support.)    
 Veterans 
 Family Guide companion site with resources  
 Holly is interested in writing a Clearinghouse article on advising student athletes 

 

mailto:Robert.hurt@gmail.com


Adjournment 


